The 3D nuclear organization of telomeres marks the transition from Hodgkin to Reed-Sternberg cells.
To get an insight into the transition from mononuclear Hodgkin cells (H cells) to diagnostic multinuclear Reed-Sternberg cells (RS cells), we performed an analysis of the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the telomeres in the nuclei of the Hodgkin cell lines HDLM-2, L-428, L-1236 and lymph node biopsies of patients with Hodgkin's disease. Cellular localization of key proteins of the telomere-localized shelterin complex, the mitotic spindle and double-stranded DNA breaks was also analyzed. RS cells show significantly shorter and significantly fewer telomeres in relation to the total nuclear volume when compared with H cells; in particular, telomere-poor 'ghost' nuclei are often adjacent to one or two nuclei displaying huge telomeric aggregates. Shelterin proteins are mainly cytoplasmic in both H and RS cells, whereas double-stranded DNA breaks accumulate in the nuclei of RS cells. In RS cells, multipolar spindles prevent proper chromosome segregation. In conclusion, a process of nuclear disorganization seems to initiate in H cells and further progresses when the cells turn into RS cells and become end-stage tumor cells, unable to divide further because of telomere loss, shortening and aggregate formation, extensive DNA damage and aberrant mitotic spindles that may no longer sustain chromosome segregation. Our findings allow a mechanistic 3D understanding of the transition of H to RS cells.